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Getting Started
Lookout for Energy Levels

When you 1st come to “Stardew Valley”, you actually can’t do much. Ensure that
you are keeping track of your energy bar so you in no way overexert. You will
arise with low energy the following day if you do, that make things far worse!
Get rid of Unnecessary tools
When you accidentally start using a tool, you consume energy. I did this blunder
frequently when attempting to speak with villagers, so it is really worth acquiring
the habit of unloading tools. However, you could have a weapon as the active
item, due to the fact, swinging those does not exhaust energy.
Switch on Tool Hit Location
This particular option enables you to find precisely where a tool can land if you
use it, and that is helpful for never wasting unnecessary energy when
unexpectedly missing your aim.
Be Conscious of Your Time

Time goes by pretty fast inthe game. Proceeding from a end of the chart to
another will often take several hours, and that is time you do not prefer to spend.
Stores are just open in particular timeframes.
Prior to starting a brand new day, outline an over-all idea of what you need to
achieve before going out there. It is good to commit to a very few routines at most,
particularly because a part of your day will usually include maintaining your crops
and animals.

If you are the meticulous style, you may also use “online planner” in order to etch
out precisely how you will utilize your plot of land and not having to pay any kind
of in game time scouting.
This may look like overkill initially, however when you uncover all the various
places as well as activities in the game, you will not have sufficient hrs. in a day.
In case You are Not Engaging in Anything, Pause
If you don’t wish time to pass, use your ESC button in order to pause the game.
Speaking to people, or even looking at menus also pause the game first, so do
not worry regarding getting very long there. Both ways, pausing is handy because
you do not like to spend a lot in-game time determining if you wish to plant a
pumpkin or perhaps an eggplant.
Do not Stay Up Beyond Midnight

Once the clock strikes 2 am, your character will certainly pass out, regardless of
what they are carrying out. A doctor will usually locate you and also carry you
home, however he charges you and the following day, you may not possess the
same amount of energy. Don’t let this occur to you! When it becomes late, stop

whatsoever you are doing you need to return to home.
Night time mindfulness is particularly significant when youre inside mines,
because strolling back may take more than an hour. I actually cease spelunking
around 11:30 P.M.
Forage The Land
Farm that you own is actually loaded with resources, therefore take advantage of
them! Cut trees, mine stones: anything you require, take it. Just do not get overly
enthusiastic by utilizing an excessive amount of energy executing it.
Build Chests
It is possible to only carry a lot of things at once. When you have stockpiled some
wood, enter into crafting menu. Just for 50 woods, it is possible to develop a
chest.
Make use of chests to set up all you grab in “Stardew Valley”. I find it is beneficial
to possess a chest within my house, one particular beside my crops, one
alongside barn, and another close to the mines. The house chest has things that I
do not use frequently however would like to keep around. Crop one provides
farming tools. Barn one offer livestock related things. Mine chest offers weapons
as well as monster loot.
An alternative structure may possibly be more effective for you, the idea is to store
stuff where you in fact utilize them, that can reduce time you are strolling to and
also from area to area, and also minimize the number of times you end up over
encumbered.
Obtain 300 Wood To Discover An Area

Want to make a lot of fast cash in the start of game? Move down to beach spot
and take a right. You need to get to a broken bridge. You’re able to repair it for
about 300 wood. Opposed to this, you will find a number of items, such as shells
and also coral, that you can market to fisherman down south. These things
replenish after every day or two, so it is really worth looking when you are around.
Update Your Backpack
Alongside Pierre’s cash ledger, you need to spot a backpack. You can purchase
that! It prices $2k, it is worth it.
Do not Toss Anything Away
Unless it is real rubbish, all you grab in “Stardew Valley” features a use, whether it
is crafting, or even gift fodder. Even rubbish can be changed into something
helpful in case you develop a recycling device. Rather than trashing things, you
are better off storing everything within organized chests. You won’t know when
you will need it.
My very own general guideline is: sell everything having a star onto it, and hold
one of everything, just in case you need it. Holding one of everything can be a
simple mean to meet NPC quests.
Season bounded bonuses: During Fall, there is a celebration in which you require
to exhibit your very best products. You will be rated well for better things, therefore
keeping close a few gold-star items as well as exceptional products for this
occasion strongly recommended.
Additionally, retain a minimum of a few hops for the winter season, you will
understand how to brew. One of the most important element to brew is actually
wheat, thus ensure that you grow many throughout the summer.
Make use of Fertilizer
While you are able to grow whatever you would like immediately, you will not get
good crops from it. After you may have foraged a bit, you need to have a stock of
sap lying around. Get into crafting menu and prepare fertilizer. It is 2 sap for each
box, every box covers one sq . of area. Every single thing you grow must be
fertilized initially, and after that watered everyday. Your reward is going to be
quality crops that you can market for a higher profit.

You also got the choice of employing Retaining Soil Fertilizer, that might maintain
your crops hydrated overnight. I do not consider it is worthwhile. “Speed Gro
Fertlizer” can make your plants grow sooner by 10 %, however except the season
is going to change, that is certainly not worth either. Show patience!
Cultivate The Quality Crop
All plant seeds aren’t equal; many worth more compared to others. in case you
want to find a instant breakdown of most rewarding seeds, take a look below:
Fall: Eggplants, Cranberries, Pumpkins.
Spring: Kale, Cauliflower, Potatoes.
Summer: Melon, Blueberries, Red Cabbage.
“Grow Things In A 3X3 Grid”
I am certainly not gonna ruin why. Simply do it!
Grow Flowers Near to Honey
It will add value in your honey.
Create Artisan Goods
Pretty and ready to use goods are worth more compared to raw materials. If you
possibly could make eggs, develop a mayonnaise unit. In case you have a cow
which enables it to produce cheese, come up with a cheese press. And you ought
to create a preserves jar as early as you can; it is possible to drop whatever you
would like in these jars. Lastly, indeed, you will want bee house. But remember
that you will not obtain any honey in the winter.
Market Your Products
Crops are your primary income source. In the beginning, it may be appealing to
consume your products to get more energy, but do not do it. Purchasing updates
is going to be worth much more to you and can conserve more time eventually.
Purchase In Bulk

Shift click products in stores to purchase five items at once.
Watch TV
Your home comes along a television, and you ought to watch it everyday. Weather
conditions for the following day are helpful for apparent reasons; sometimes you
will also run into unique programming, such as cooking shows, which will educate
you on new things.
Take a Look at The Notice Board

There’re a couple of primary methods for getting missions in the game: letters as
well as the notice board. Occasionally, you will find mail through residents seeking
for particular goods. Or, when you right click over the board on “Pierre’s shop”,
you will be able to undertake quests there. A few missions may be lucrative, some
others not. Do not feel as if you have to carry out a mission simply because you
had taken it, since there are always others nearby. Missions mostly are designed
to prompt you into seeking different things, this means they will not often
reasonable or even do-able. They’re a smart way of becoming friend with the
inhabitants of “Stardew Valley”, however.
Next, the notice board also offers a calendar over it. Take a look to make sure you
understand when activities are approaching, or even if somebody is going to have
a birthday. Make certain to present people gifts on birthdays! The calendar can
also be beneficial to know when season is going to end. Each crop will expire any
time a season ends, therefore ensure you are not growing something that is going
to take long to cultivate nearby the ending of a season.
Mind The Rain

Rainy days tend to be exclusive. You will not need to waste time watering crops
on these days. However, furthermore, you will A) receive rarer fish on that
particular day B) acquire rarer goods inside the mines. Take advantage of rainy
days!
Make Friends
Do not get swept up by just exploring and farming, because “Stardew Valley” is
better than that. It is also an activity regarding people. Everybody has an
exclusive tale that is worth listening to. If nothing at all, you do not wish to be the
loser in the event that no one likes to dance with.
Speak with folks everyday. Become familiar with their daily routines, their
preferences. Present them gifts. Ultimately, once you get acquainted with
somebody good enough, they will begin providing you with exclusive dialogue
choices, along with exclusive events. Getting friendly with individuals is
additionally the only mean you will be able to visit someone’s room, as well, and
that is a good method of understanding more about who they are.
Romance Cuties
You may romance up to 10 people in “Stardew Valley”, despite of your gender.
Your options include:
If you wish to romance someone, you have to speak with them and get to
understand them much better. Present them gifts (you’re able to present someone
about 2 gifts a week). Do missions for them. Once you reach to 8 hearts, you
could get serious with someone giving them a bouquet, that you can purchase at
Pierre’s. Ultimately, if you would like lock it down totally and get married to
someone, you will require a Mermaid Pendant.
“The Mermaid’s Pendant” (5000g) can only be obtained through the Old Mariner
on the seaside after you have fixed the bridge (300 wood), update your home at
least one time, and only in stormy times. It is impossible to acquire the pendant
during the wintertime because it will not rain. The marriage will be held 3 days
once you propose and handled by person you’re marrying. Following the Marriage
Ceremony, your companion will move to your farm.
Remember that in case you get married to anybody, they could get envious of you
with regard to offering items to some other villagers, therefore be cautious.
You can examine your position with NPCs, like the number of gifts you have

offered to someone, by pausing and entering the heart menu:

Be friend With The Wizard
Becoming buddies with the wizard is handy: after having a few hearts, he enables
you to get into an exclusive room where you will be able to change your
character’s physical appearance for $ 500. I came across it easiest to offer the
Wizard my excess void essences, which you may grab pretty much anyplace
inside the mines.
Browse The Mines
Regardless of all the comparisons to Harvest Moon, about 1 / 2 of “Stardew
Valley” is in fact battle related. Every now and then, it is worth seeking to go
further into the mines to find out what you will discover. Any kind of huge loot you
grab could be sold at Adventurer’s Guild nearby, every 10 floors you will obtain a
specific item. Every 5 floors, there is a lift, so making advancement is not hard.
Try to be cautious in there.
In case you burn all your health, you will be very weak and awaken on the floor
having few items and also money. Game will even reset some of your
advancement inside mines after passing out, so it is not so great!
Additionally, it is feasible to fish in the mines, as well. If you discover any kind of

water, cast your line, observe everything that bites. The mines possess exclusive
fish you cannot find elsewhere.
For your information, the mines must open a week into springtime. In case you
are having problems finding it, go slightly northeast of the carpenter’s store. It
should be slightly right from Linus’ tent.
Eventually, the quickest route to the mines will be the road over your ranch,
certainly not from the town.
Carry Staircases Along
It is possible to craft a staircase anyplace inside a mine. This really is handy if you
are running low on time or even energy, yet require to go down even further in the
mine quickly.
Employ Bombs
Cherry bombs (Four copper + One coal) or maybe regular bombs (Four iron ore
Plus One coal) make the perfect tool for clearing quite a lot of rocks without
spending any energy. Just be sure to stay out of the way of the bang. Bonus:
indeed, they are able to damage your foes as well.
Eliminate Worms Immediately
These types of irritating pests will change into a totally new opponent in case you
do not get rid of them quick enough.
Be careful of The Fog
Whenever a colored haze spread at a mine level, this means you are going to get
struck with a tide of monsters. In case you are not really up for the battle, step out
of there fast. At the minimum, get healing things available.
Meet The Dwarf
When you initially go to the mines, the region straight to your right will likely be
shut down. However if you create a cherry bomb, or even when you update your
pickaxe good enough, it is possible to bust the barrier down as well as meet a
dwarf. You cannot in fact understand dwarf unless you discover all of the Dwarven

Scrolls, which is concealed periodically throughout “Stardew Valley” inside the
worm-like places mentioned previously.
Eat Snacks
Lower on energy? You need to eat! Specific products you cultivate on the farm
tend to be ready-to-eat, you can also craft particular food items, such as Field
Snacks. Once you update your home using the carpenter, you will also uncover a
kitchen that allows you to utilize ingredients you cultivate to prepare food. (Side
note: the enclosed refrigerator you receive in this update is useful for keeping
food!) It is excellent to constantly take with you at least some snacks, particularly
when browsing the mines. You don’t know when you will be in a pickle.
Particular items also provide you with great boosts, as well. The Saloon offers
Coffee for $300 that raises your mobility speed for a short time. Trout Soup,
marketed by the fisherman for $ 250, boosts your fishing ability briefly. Homecooked foods also have a wide selection of effects, so it is worth scoping these
out. Keep in mind that the Saloon can also sell you recipes.
Go to The Desert
Little spoilers here, yet: when you reach the base of the original mines, you are
likely to discover a key. Would like to use the key? In that case you have to
complete the Vault community center pack. It is pricey every bundle prices
increments of 5000 gold, however when you finish it, bus alongside your home
should finally repair itself. The following day, you will have the ability to expend $
500 on bus ticket, that will carry you to desert where you will be able to buy
unique items, and also discover a completely fresh mine (the location where the
key will be employed.)
Go to The Saloon Later in the day
Many individuals gather here, particularly on weekends. Thus not just saloon is an
excellent way of mingling, you can even participate in the games at the arcade.
Remember that in case your fortune says you will have luck that day, you will fare
better in these types of arcade games as well.
Contribute To The Museum
When an item states you may offer to Gunther, you must do it, particularly if it is a

rare and an expensive item. Every handful of contributions, you will obtain a neat
incentive in the museum. Do not worry; you will get a lot more diamonds very
quickly.
When you donate sixty items to museum, you will discover the sewers, an
additional explorable location that you can enjoy.
Make use of Your Shipping and delivery Container
Artifacts you cannot market can still provide you money when you “ship” them.
The shipping and delivery container is big box beside your house. When stores
are shut, the container will still offer you moolah against your products. You will
simply have to hold back until the following day.
Find A “Glass Fiber Rod”
1st, save sufficient funds to buy at least fiberglass rod (it is worth $1,800.) As soon
as you’ve it, craft few bait using bug meat you have collected from mines (1 bug
meat = 5 bait). It is possible to fix the bait in your rod through left clicking on bait
after that right click on rod. Bait makes it possible to capture fish more quickly.
Fish On Bubbles
See many bubbles inside the water? That is just where you would like to cast your
line. You will catch fish sooner, and they will be rarer, as well.
Be A Highly accurate Fisherman
Once you cast the line, I actually find it is better to possess the “catch bar” rise
anywhere about the middle, like so. Maximum bar burns a lot of energy.
If anything bites, try to hold down mouse button as well as relieve off as
necessary instead of click mashing. It is more manageable where the green bar
goes using this technique.
Occasionally, you will find fish that jerks you a lot. When a fish all of a sudden
nosedives, do not follow it, letting go abruptly can cause your green-bar to bounce
at the end of the fishing bar that may at times make things more serious.
If you are discovering fishing hard, know that more you undertake it, the more
your level goes up and also the easier it will be in the forthcoming.

Obtain Fishing Gifts
In case a hook nets you a present chance, you’re able to unlock the additional
item by placing the catch-bar over the chest-symbol unless you hear a chime.
(You will still need to catch the fish to obtain it.)
A simple way of making sure you unlock gifts would be to 1st fill your catch bar,
and after that pursue the gift. By doing this, you will have extra leeway to go after
the gift, and you will not danger the fish along the way, as you will usually have
time to create your catch back up.
Place Crab Containers On Water Sources
If you construct one (forty wood plus three iron bars) or even purchase one, Crab
Pots are a good way of getting fresh fish or perhaps items. I got one close to the
blacksmith, and I verify it anytime I have to process a geode or perhaps donate an
item to museum. I additionally possess a pair close to the fishing shop, since it is
on route to turning in fish.
Fish During Different Times
With respect to the time it is, as well as season, the fish you are able to catch will
vary. The lake, river, and also the ocean in addition have a diverse variety of fish
for catch.
Update Your Tools
Better your equipment, a lot more they are able to do. On specific note is watering
can, since the copper variant enables you to water 3 squares at once. Chores go
a lot quicker! A good time to completely update the watering can is throughout the
winter, when you will not have crops to think about then.
The other equipment, you should update based on the way you play the game. If
you carry out plenty of mine quest, opt for your pickaxe initially. If you are hurting
for hardwood, update that axe. Remember that any update one does will usually
take two days at the blacksmith, a time when you both are not able to use the item
as well as blacksmith for just about any other function, thus, upgrade wisely.
Go to The Forest

Updating your axe once will let you destroy logs. There is one log particularly
north of the Wizard’s fort that you would like to focus on. Demolish it, and you will
have the ability to go west to a specific small area. Here, you will discover a few
stumps of hard wood that replenish everyday.
Dig Stuff Up
Okay, here is a strange thing. You already know those odd worms like things in
the ground? Utilize your hoe on all those places. You will dig a little something up.
Usually, it is a book, however sometimes, it will be something amazing and useful.
These types of spots tend to be random, plus they replenish everyday.
If you are attempting to gather clay, dig around unless you discover some.
Whenever you do, use the pickaxe on that exact same block. It will reset, and you
will have the ability to dig up just as much clay as you would like.
Eventually, you will be able to use your hoe upon dirt sections within the mines,
and also doing this will find numerous various items, from resources to snacks.
Simply do not go crazy and exhaust all your energy searching through these
areas, since they are everywhere.
Look into The Travelling Cart
On Fridays and also Sunday, a unique caravan will show up nearby the wizard’s
tower. It generally offers uncommon items, but they will be costly. Occasionally, it
is worth it, though.
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